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Foreword
I have been planning to publish a volume dealing with kokyunage for
some time. Kokyunage are the most numerous and important techniques
in aikido, hence my decision to devote an entire volume to this subject. If
kokyunage techniques were to be removed from the art, it would no longer
be worthy of being called aikido.
During his last years, the Founder placed great emphasis on kokyunage
and iriminage techniques. Anyone who has viewed the films of O-Sensei
from that period will recognize this fact. I would encourage all who aspire to
learn aikido well to dedicate themselves to the study of kokyunage
techniques.
The Founder's teachings are remarkable for the large number of
techniques they contain. Aikido includes infinite variations of movements
performed to the front and rear, left and right, up and down, and inside and
outside. This is the essence of the concept of takemusu aiki.
Space limitations have prevented the inclusion of all possible kokyunage
techniques in this book. Even though the number of techniques covered is
limited, I will be pleased if those shown provide a helpful reference for
aikidoka permitting them to devise numerous other variations and
applications of kokyunage.
Morihiro Saito
Iwama, June 19, 1997
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Editor's Note
The publication of Volume 4 of Takemusu Aikido is a source of great
pride for all of the staff of Aiki News. Morihiro Saito Shihan continues his
tireless work in recording and explaining the highly refined aikido techniques
of Founder Morihei Ueshiba as taught during the Iwama years following
World War II.
Volume 4 covers in exhaustive detail some eighty kokyunage, among the
most important techniques of the aikido curriculum. As in the previous
volumes of this series, we have attempted to present through photographs
and words, the fine points of these many wonderful and subtle techniques.
It is our hope that this manual will serve as a useful reference to all those
interested in the traditional aikido of O-Sensei.
I would like to express our thanks to Hitohiro Saito Shihan, 6th dan, for
demonstrating many of the technical sequences presented in this book. A
debt of gratitude is also owed to Patricia Hendricks, Paolo Corallini, Daisuke
Takahashi, and Jöran Fagerlund, all devoted students of Saito Sensei, for
their assistance in taking ukemi.
Finally, I would like to congratulate Sonoko Tanaka for her fine work in
editing and translating the text in coordination with Saito Sensei to insure
a high degree of accuracy. Sonoko's collaboration was an essential factor in
bringing this work to fruition. Aiki News Japanese editor Ikuko Kimura also
kindly reviewed the final manuscript.
Stanley A. Pranin
Editor-in-chief, Aikido Journal
June 29, 1997
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Kokyunage
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Morihiro Saito Shihan with son , Hitohiro (1993)
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Kokyunage techniques
As is the case with other aikido movements, kokyunage techniques include
basics, applied techniques and variations that change according to the attack.
Kokyunage techniques have been used over the years in real altercations to
control numerous opponents and thus enable one to escape from difficulty.
Thus, I consider kokyunage to be among the most effective techniques for
use in an actual fighting situation.
It is particularly important to twist your hips from a correct hanmi position
when executing kokyunage techniques. Naturally, this is also the case for
other techniques of aikido. A great deal of study and training is required to
master the subtleties of these hip movements.
I can easily recognize students who have neglected kokyunage practice.
This is because they move their hips poorly. I tell such students that their
hips are "dead." The hip movements of kokyunage are also the same as
those used in weapon techniques. For the above reasons, I would especially
like students to give sufficient attention to these essential movements for
the sake of their own training and for the preservation of the integrity of
aikido techniques.
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Shomenuchi
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B
A Face your partner in gyaku hanmi.
B CWhen your partner strikes your face with
her right hand, move to the right side of your
partner and grab her right hand with your left
hand.
D Change your left hand grip on her hand to a
right hand grip. Extend your left arm and place
your left elbow against her neck.
E FTwisting your hips, throw your partner as
though sweeping her away.

Commentary
When you move to the side of your partner,
be sure to look in the same direction as your
partner. Do not look at your partner even when
you throw her. Always keep in mind that
another opponent might be standing behind
you. This is one of the basics of kokyunage.

16

Shomenuchi kokyunage 1

C

D

E

F
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B
A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B Initiate the technique by extending your right
hand towards your partner's face. Your partner
blocks with her right hand.
C Place your left hand over your right hand.
D Grab your partner's right wrist with your left
hand. Step to the side with your left foot.
E FTwist your hips while pushing her carotid
artery down with your right tegatana and throw
your partner.

Commentary
This technique is especially useful when
your partner pushes against your hand in an
effort to block your shomen strike.
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Shomenuchi kokyunage 2
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D

E
Detail of photo
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B
A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B Initiate the technique by extending your right
hand towards your partner's face. Your partner
blocks with her right hand.
C Place your left hand over your right hand
and grab your partner's right wrist with your
left hand. Hold her elbow from the inside with
your right hand while taking a large step
forward with your left foot.
D EThrow your partner as though swinging
her down.

A
B
C

DE

Commentary
c
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In the movement shown in photo c, grab
your partner's right wrist and pull her hand up.
Then hold her elbow with your right hand and
throw as though cutting down powerfully with
a sword.

Shomenuchi kokyunage 3

C

D
Detail of photo c

E
Detail of photo c
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A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B Initiate the technique by extending your right
hand towards your partner's face. Your partner
blocks with her right hand.
C Place your left hand over your right hand
and grab your partner's right wrist with your
left hand.
D Hold your partner's elbow from the inside
with your right hand while opening with your
left foot to the right rear in a large movement.
E FLower to your left knee to throw.

Commentary
This is the same as shomenuchi kokyunage
3, however, you throw your partner in the end
while opening with your back foot instead of
going forward.
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Shomenuchi kokyunage 4
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B
A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B Initiate the technique by extending your right
hand towards your partner's face. Your partner
blocks with her right hand.
C If your partner pushes strongly against your
hand, pivot with your left foot while opening to
the right rear and lead your partner's strike to
allow her power to flow past.
D Execute an upward, circular movement with
your right hand while wrapping in your partner.
E Push your partner's neck down with your
inside right elbow as though hooking her head.
F GTwist your hips to throw your partner.

Shomenuchi kokyunage 5
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Yokomenuchi
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Detail of photo b
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Yokomenuchi kokyunage 1

C

D

A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B As your partner advances forward with her
right foot and executes a yokomenuchi strike
with her right hand, step diagonally forward
with your left foot and parry her strike with your
left hand while at the same time striking her
face with your right hand.
C DGrab your partner's right wrist from the
inside with your left hand. Step forward with
your right foot and throw your partner while
pushing her down with your right tegatana.
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A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B As your partner advances forward with her
right foot and executes a yokomenuchi strike
with her right hand, step to the right to assume
right hanmi and parry her right hand with your
left hand while at the same time striking her
face with your right hand.
C Grab your partner's right wrist from the inside
with your left hand.
D ETwist your hips and throw your partner
while pushing her down with your right
tegatana.

Commentary
In the basic technique of yokomenuchi
kokyunage 1, you receive your partner's
yokomenuchi strike. However, in this ki no
nagare variation, you parry your partner's strike
and allow her attack to flow past.
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Yokomenuchi kokyunage 2 ki no nagare

C

D

E
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B

A

A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B CAs your partner advances forward with her
right foot and executes a yokomenuchi strike
with her right hand, cut your partner's right
hand down with your left hand while stepping
to the rear with your left foot.
D Grab your partner's right wrist from the inside
with your right hand and push forward your
partner's right arm while placing your left arm
under her right elbow.
E FStep through with your left foot and throw
your partner while applying pressure against
her elbow.

BC

D

EF

Commentary
e
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In the movement shown in photo e, apply
pressure against your partner's elbow by
pushing with your left elbow.

Yokomenuchi kokyunage 3

C

D

Detail of photo e

E

F
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B
A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B As your partner advances forward with her
right foot and executes a yokomenuchi strike
with her right hand, cut her right hand down
with your left hand while shifting from one foot
to the other to assume right hanmi.
C Grab your partner's right wrist from the inside
with your left hand, and place your right arm
under her right elbow.
D ETwist your hips and throw your partner
while applying pressure against her elbow.

Yokomenuchi kokyunage 4 ki no nagare
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D

E
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B
A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B As your partner advances forward with her
right foot and executes a yokomenuchi strike
with her right hand, parry her right hand with
your left hand while shifting from one foot to
the other to assume right hanmi.
C Place your right hand under your partner's
right armpit.
D Grab your partner's right wrist with your left
hand and hold her upper sleeve from below
with your right hand.
E FTake a small step diagonally to the rear
with your left foot and lower to your left knee
to throw your partner as though pulling her
down.

A
B

C
D
EF

Commentary
d
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In the movement shown in photo d, you
can also grab your partner's inside elbow
instead of her sleeve. It is more effective to
grab your partner's arm rather than her sleeve.
Another possibility is to grab your partner's
sleeve from above.

Yokomenuchi kokyunage 5 ki no nagare
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B

A

A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B As your partner advances forward with her
right foot and executes a yokomenuchi strike
with her right hand, step to the right to assume
right hanmi and parry her right hand with your
left hand, then cut down her right hand with
your right tegatana.
C DExecute an upward, circular movement
with your right hand while wrapping in your
partner. Push your partner's neck down with
your inside right elbow as though hooking her
head.
E FOpen with your left foot to the right rear
and throw your partner as though sweeping
her away.

B

CD
EF
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Yokomenuchi kokyunage 6 ki no nagare

C

D

E
Detail of photo c

Opposite view of photo d

F
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A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B CAs your partner advances forward with her
right foot and executes a yokomenuchi strike
with her right hand, take a large step to the
left side of your partner with your left foot while
passing her in entering. As you enter to the
side, turn 180 degrees to assume right hanmi
and face the same direction as your partner.
D Grab your partner's left wrist with your right
hand and place your left hand under her chin.
E FStep forward with your left foot to throw
your partner while pushing her chin downward.

Commentary
d

40

In the movement shown in photo d, you
can push against either your partner's chin or
her carotid artery with your left hand.

Yokomenuchi kokyunage 7 ki no nagare
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D
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Katatedori
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B
A BWhen your partner grabs your left wrist
with her right hand, step to the side of your
partner with your left foot and turn your hips
180 degrees to assume right hanmi while
bringing your left hand in front of your
abdomen.
C Raise both your hands upward to break your
partner's balance while continuing to look in
the same direction as your partner and place
your left elbow against her neck.
D EShift your weight to your left foot while
twisting your hips and throw your partner as
though sweeping her away.

Katatedori kokyunage 1

C

Detail of photo c

D

E
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A BWhen your partner grabs your left wrist
with her right hand, step to the side of your
partner with your left foot and turn your hips
180 degrees to assume right hanmi while
bringing your left hand in front of your
abdomen.
C Raise your left hand upward to break your
partner's balance while continuing to look in
the same direction as your partner and place
your left elbow against her neck.
D EGrab your partner's belt with your right
hand and press down on her chin with your
left hand to throw.

Commentary
Throw your partner gently and with care
because she cannot take an ukemi with this
technique. This is a henkawaza of katatedori
kokyunage 1.
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Katatedori kokyunage 2 henkawaza

C

Detail of photo d

D

E
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A BWhen your partner grabs your left wrist
with her right hand, step to the side of your
partner with your left foot and turn your hips
180 degrees to assume right hanmi while
bringing your left hand in front of your
abdomen.
C Raise your left hand upward to break your
partner's balance while continuing to look in
the same direction as your partner and place
your left elbow against her neck.
D Place your left arm around your partner's
neck and hold it tight.
E FExecute an atemi to your partner's
abdomen with your right hand.

Commentary
Be careful because your partner cannot
take an ukemi with this technique. This is also
a henkawaza of katatedori kokyunage 1.
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Katatedori kokyunage 3 henkawaza

C

D

Detail of photo d

E

F
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A

B
A BWhen your partner grabs your left wrist
with her right hand, step to the side of your
partner with your left foot and turn your hips
180 degrees to assume right hanmi while
bringing your left hand in front of your
abdomen.
C Move your left hand upward as if drawing a
large circle while turning your hips again 180
degrees to change to left hanmi, then bring
your left hand down to the rear of your partner.
D Place your right shoulder under your
partner's raised right elbow.
E FStep through with your right foot and throw
your partner by pushing her neck down with
your inside right elbow.

A
B

C

D
E
F

Commentary
d e

50

Be sure to execute an upward, circular
movement with your left hand as though
drawing a large circle and then bring your left
hand down to the rear of your partner so that
her right elbow will be raised.
Also, refer to photos d' and e'. However,
these photos show the technique when your
partner grabs your right wrist with her left hand.

Katatedori kokyunage 4

C

D

d

E

e

Opposite view of photo d

Opposite view of photo e

F
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A

B
A BWhen your partner grabs your left wrist
with her right hand, step to the side of your
partner with your left foot while raising your
left hand. Execute an atemi to her face with
your right hand and grab her right wrist from
the inside with your left hand.
C Grab her elbow from the inside with your
right hand while stepping through with your
right foot.
D Twist your hips to throw.

A
B

C
D

Commentary
b

52

In the movement shown in photo b, raise
your left hand in order to raise your partner's
body. It is also important to execute an atemi
with your right hand so as to prevent your
partner's attack with her left hand.

Katatedori kokyunage 5

C

D

Opposite view of photo c
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B
A BWhen your partner grabs your left wrist
with her right hand, take a large step to her
right rear with your left foot while extending
your left arm to her right rear in a low position.
C Place your right hand under your partner's
chin while stepping through with your right foot.
D Throw your partner while pushing her chin
downward.

Katatedori kokyunage 6

C

D

Founder at Noma Dojo, 1935. Uke: Shigemi Yonekawa
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D

Detail of photo
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Katatedori kokyunage 7

C

D

A BWhen your partner grabs your left wrist
with her right hand, change to right hanmi while
raising your left hand. Execute an atemi to your
partner's face with your right hand.
C Grab your partner's right wrist from the inside
with your left hand and hold the upper right
side of her collar with your right hand while
taking a large step diagonally to the rear with
your left foot.
D Lower to your left knee to throw your partner
as though pulling her down.
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B
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C

D EF

A BWhen your partner grabs your left wrist
with her right hand, grab her right wrist with
your right hand in the same manner as in
shihonage. Turn your left wrist inward using
kokyu power while bringing your left hand in
front of your abdomen. When the inside of your
partner's right wrist turns up, grab her right
wrist from above with your right hand.
C Step to the side with your left foot while
turning your hips 180 degrees to assume right
hanmi and free your left hand from her grip.
D EFStep to the rear of your partner with your
left foot to throw her as though sweeping her
away with your left arm.

Commentary
d

58

In the movement shown in photo d, open
your arms wide as though expanding your
chest.

Katatedori kokyunage 8
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F
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B
A BWhen your partner grabs your left wrist
with her right hand, grab her right wrist with
your right hand in the same manner as in
shihonage urawaza.
C Pivot on your left foot while opening with your
right foot in a large movement and turn your
hips 180 degrees. Stand side by side with your
partner and place your left arm under your
partner's right elbow.
D EStep forward with your left foot and throw
your partner while applying pressure against
her elbow.

Katatedori kokyunage 9

C

D
Detail of photo c

E
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B
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D

B
A BWhen your partner grabs your left wrist
with her right hand and strikes your face with
her left hand, grab her right wrist with your right
hand in the same manner as in shihonage
urawaza.
C Pivot on your left foot while opening with your
right foot in a large movement and turn your
hips 180 degrees. Stand side by side with your
partner and place her right elbow on your left
shoulder as though lifting her right arm up on
your left shoulder.
D Lower your hips and apply pressure against
her elbow.

Commentary
This is a henkawaza of katatedori
kokyunage 9.
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Katatedori kokyunage 10 henkawaza
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D

Detail of photo d
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B
A BCWhen your partner comes to grab your
right wrist with her left hand, step to the rear
with your right foot and lead your partner's
movement allowing her power to flow past.
Then turn your right wrist forward in harmony
with your partner's grabbing movement.
D EStep forward with your right foot to throw
your partner.

Commentary
You will not be able to execute this
technique successfully if you do not form a
correct angle with your right wrist.

64

Katatedori kokyunage 11 ki no nagare

C

D
Detail of photo c

E
Opposite view of photo c
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Ryotedori
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A

B

A
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C

D

Detail of photo b
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Ryotedori kokyunage 1 (soto)

C

D

A BWhen your partner grabs both your wrists,
step to her side with your right foot and turn
your hips 180 degrees to assume left hanmi.
At the same time, bring your right hand in front
of your abdomen and turn your left hand
outward under your partner's right hand.
C Raise both your hands upward to break your
partner's balance while turning your left hand
inward from the outside of your partner's right
hand. Be sure to continue to look in the same
direction as your partner and place your right
elbow against her neck.
D Shift your weight to your right foot while
twisting your hips, and throw your partner as
though sweeping her away.

Commentary
The movement of your right hand is the
same as in katatedori kokyunage 1.
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A

B

A
B

C

DE

Detail of photo b
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Ryotedori kokyunage 2 (uchi)

C
A BWhen your partner grabs both your wrists,
step to her side with your right foot and turn
your hips 180 degrees to assume left hanmi
while bringing your right hand in front of your
abdomen. At the same time, place your left
hand inside your partner's right hand by
executing a kokyuho movement.
C Raise both your hands upward to break your
partner's balance while continuing to look in
the same direction as your partner. Extend your
arms and place your right elbow against her
neck.
D ETwist your hips and throw your partner as
though sweeping her away.

D

Commentary
The movement of your right hand is the
same as in katatedori kokyunage 1. In ryotedori
kokyunage 1, your left hand should be placed
outside your partner's right hand. However, in
this technique, your left hand should be placed
inside your partner's right hand. Turn your
palms upward when you throw.

E
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With yonkyo grab

Ryotedori kokyunage 3

C

D

A BWhen your partner grabs both your wrists,
step to her side with your right foot. Twist your
hips to the left and assume left hanmi while
adjusting your left foot. Grab your partner's
right wrist from the inside with your left hand
and push your partner's left elbow upward with
your right tegatana.
C DStep forward with your right foot to throw.

Commentary
In the movement shown in photo b, instead
of using your right tegatana, you can also grab
your partner's forearm with your right hand in
the area slightly above her left wrist as though
applying yonkyo pressure. (See photo b')
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A

B
A Face your partner in gyakuhanmi.
B When your partner comes to grab both your
wrists, step to the rear with your right foot and
lead your partner's movement allowing her
power to flow past.
C Grab your partner's left wrist from the inside
with your right hand and push your partner's
right elbow upward with your left tegatana while
twisting your hips.
D EStep forward with your right foot to throw.

A
B
C

DE

Commentary
c
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In the movement shown in photo c, instead
of using your left tegatana, you can also grab
your partner's forearm with your left hand in
the area slightly above her right wrist as though
applying yonkyo pressure.

Ryotedori kokyunage 4 ki no nagare

C

D

E
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B

Ryotedori kokyunage 5 ki no nagare

C

D

A Face your partner in gyakuhanmi.
B When your partner comes to grab both your
wrists, step slightly to the rear with your right
foot while breaking your partner's balance as
though raising his body in the same manner
as in suwariwaza kokyuho.
C DTwist your hips and throw your partner to
the rear.

Commentary
You must perform a perfect kokyuho
especially with your right hand in order to
execute this technique successfully.
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B

Ryotedori kokyunage 6 ki no nagare

C

D

A Face your partner in gyakuhanmi.
B When your partner comes to grab both your
wrists, break his balance as though raising his
body in the same manner as in suwariwaza
kokyuho.
C DStep forward with your right foot to throw.

Commentary
The kokyuho movement in this technique
is exactly the same as in ryotedori kokyunage
5. When you throw your partner, you twist your
hips in ryotedori kokyunage 5. However, in this
technique, you step forward with your right foot
and throw your partner to his rear.
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A
B

C
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B
A Face your partner in gyakuhanmi.
B When your partner comes to grab both your
wrists, break your partner's balance in the
same manner as in suwariwaza kokyuho and
raise his body as though hooking his hands
from the inside.
C Raise both your hands and then bring them
down to the rear while lowering your body.
D ELower to your right knee and throw your
partner to the rear.

Commentary
If you stay in front of your partner, you might
clash with him. Rather you should throw your
partner from above your right shoulder. You
will be able to execute this technique
successfully only when your partner comes to
attack you with full power.
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Ryotedori kokyunage 7 ki no nagare

C

D

E
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Opposite view of photo b

Ryotedori kokyunage 8 ki no nagare

C
A BWhen your partner comes to grab both
your wrists, open to the left while stepping to
the rear with your left foot and lead your
partner's movement allowing her power to flow
past.
C Step through with your left foot while moving
both your arms in a circular movement. At the
same time, turn your right wrist and place your
left arm under your partner's left elbow.
D EThrow your partner.

D
Commentary
In the movement shown in photo b, turn
your right hand upward and your left hand
downward. (See photo b')

E
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Morotedori
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A
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C
D
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B
A BCWhen your partner comes to grab your
right wrist with both hands, turn your right wrist
while blending with your partner's movement.
D Extend your right arm over your partner's
right shoulder and step slightly to his rear with
your right foot to throw him.

Morotedori kokyunage 1 ki no nagare

C

D

Detail of photo d
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A

B
A When your partner grabs your left wrist with
both hands, extend ki through your arm.
B Bring the toes of your left foot to meet the
toes of your partner's right foot and drop your
shoulders, elbows and hips.
C Pivot on your left foot while moving your right
foot to the rear and turn 180 degrees to your
partner's side.
D Raise your left hand over your head while
turning your hips 180 degrees to assume right
hanmi.
E FBring your left hand down to the rear of
your partner and push her down with your right
tegatana to throw her.

A
B
C
D
EF

Commentary
e

88

In the movement shown in photo e, be sure
to bring your left hand down as though cutting
down with a sword in a large movement.

Morotedori kokyunage 2

C

d

e

D

Opposite view of photo d

Opposite view of photo e

E

F
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A

B
A When your partner grabs your left wrist with
both hands, extend ki through your arm.
B Bring the toes of your left foot to meet the
toes of your partner's right foot and drop your
shoulders, elbows and hips.
C Pivot on your left foot while moving your right
foot to the rear and turn 180 degrees to your
partner's side. At the same time, bring both
your hands in front of you by using kokyuho
and place your left elbow under your partner's
right elbow as though raising her body.
D ETake a small step forward with your left
foot to throw your partner as though cutting
down with a sword.

A
B
C

DE

Commentary
c
c
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The position shown in photo c is very
important. If you are not in the right position
there, you will not be able to throw your partner.
You must master the basic morotedori
kokyuho. Otherwise, you will not be able to
assume the position shown in photo c. (See
Takemusu Aikido, Volume 1 for the basic
morotedori kokyuho.)

Morotedori kokyunage 3

C

D

E
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B
A When your partner grabs your left wrist with
both hands, extend ki through your arm.
B Bring the toes of your left foot to meet the
toes of your partner's right foot and drop your
shoulders, elbows and hips. Turn your hips 180
degrees to assume right hanmi while bringing
both your hands in front of you by using
kokyuho.
C Execute an upward, circular movement with
your left hand as though drawing a large circle
and, at the same time, turn your hips again
180 degrees to assume left hanmi. Execute
an atemi to your partner's abdomen with your
right hand.
D Grab your partner's left wrist with your left
hand and place your right hand under your
partner's right arm while stepping through with
your right foot. Then hold your partner's upper
right sleeve with your right hand.
E Throw your partner.

Morotedori kokyunage 4

C

d

Opposite view of photo d

D

E
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A

B

A

A When your partner grabs your left wrist with
both hands, extend ki through your arm.
B Step in to your partner's right side in the
same manner as in morotedori kokyuho.
C Turn your hips 180 degrees to assume left
hanmi while executing a large, circular
movement downward with both your hands
and leading your partner's movement.
D Step through with your right foot and turn
your right wrist while placing your right arm
under your partner's arms. Apply pressure
against her left elbow with your right arm.
E Step forward with your right foot to throw
your partner.

B
C

D
E

Commentary
c

94

d

In the movement shown in photo c, turn
your right hand upward, then in the movement
shown in photo d , turn your right hand
downward.
In kokyunage techniques, you should blend
your movement perfectly with your partner's
in order to throw her. It is important to be in
harmony with your partner's movement in order
to control her movement and to break her
balance.

Morotedori kokyunage 5

C

d

Opposite view of photo d

D

E
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B
A When your partner grabs your right wrist with
both hands, extend ki through your arm.
B Bring the toes of your right foot to meet the
toes of your partner's left foot and drop your
shoulders, elbows and hips.
C Pivot on your right foot while moving your
left foot to the rear and turn 180 degrees to
your partner's side. At the same time, bring
both your hands in front of you by using
kokyuho and place your right elbow under your
partner's left elbow as though raising her body.
D Execute a downward, circular movement
with your right arm as though drawing a large
circle.
E Push your partner's left elbow upward with
your right tegatana.
F Step forward with your right foot and twist
your hips to throw your partner.

Morotedori kokyunage 6

C

D

E

F
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Sodeguchidori
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Sodeguchidori kokyunage 1

C

D

c

d

A BWhen your partner grabs your left cuff with
her right hand, grab your partner's right sleeve
with your left hand while changing to right
hanmi, and at the same time, hold the upper
right side of her collar with your right hand.
C DTake a large step to the rear with your left
foot and lower to your left knee to throw your
partner.
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A

B

A
B

C DE

Detail of photo b
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Sodeguchidori kokyunage 2

C
A BWhen your partner grabs your left cuff with
her right hand, pivot on your left foot while
opening to the rear with your right foot and
turn 180 degrees to your partner's side. Then
place your left elbow under your partner's right
elbow while applying pressure against her
elbow.
C DETake a large step with your left foot to
throw your partner.

D

E
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A

B

A
B
C

Detail of photo b
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Sodeguchidori kokyunage 3

C
A BWhen your partner grabs your left cuff with
her right hand, step diagonally to the right rear
of your partner with your right foot. Trip her up
from behind with your right hand as though
sweeping her right leg away.
C Throw your partner.

Commentary
Spread your arms wide apart.
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Sodedori
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Opposite view of photo a

Opposite view of photo b

A BWhen your partner grabs your left sleeve
with her right hand, move your left hand
outward from below and place it against your
partner's right elbow. Push and twist your
partner's right elbow to her left with your left
tegatana while turning your hips.
C Extend your left arm and push your partner's
neck down while at the same time executing
an atemi to your partner's abdomen with your
right hand.
D ETwist your hips to throw your partner.

Sodedori kokyunage 1

C

Detail of hand position

D

Commentary
When you throw, be sure that your left
elbow does not separate from your partner's
neck.

E
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B
A BWhen your partner grabs your left sleeve
with her right hand, take a small step diagonally
forward with your left foot while moving your
left hand upward on the inside.
C Place your left forearm over your partner's
right arm as though wrapping her arm in and
holding it under your left arm.
D Place your right hand under your partner's
chin while stepping through with your right foot.
E Twist your hips and throw your partner by
pushing her chin down.

Sodedori kokyunage 2

C

Detail of photo c

D

E
Opposite view of photo d
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Munadori
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A

B
A BWhen your partner grabs your chest with
her right hand, pivot on your left foot while
opening to the rear with your right foot and
turn 180 degrees to your partner's side. At the
same time, raise both your hands high up.
C DPlace your left elbow against your
partner's neck. Step to the rear with your left
foot and twist your hips to throw your partner
as though sweeping her away.

A
B
CD

Commentary
b

114

In the movement shown in photo b, raise
both your hands high up as though executing
a Banzai movement.

Munadori kokyunage 1

C

D

Performing at All-Japan Aikido Demonstration in 1992
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B
A BWhen your partner grabs your chest with
her right hand and twists her grip, grab your
partner's right sleeve from below with your right
hand and place your left tegatana against her
right elbow from the outside.
C Turn your hips to assume right hanmi. Pull
your partner's right sleeve with your right hand
while pushing and twisting your partner's right
elbow to her left with your left tegatana.
D EPlace your left elbow against your
partner's neck and throw her as though
sweeping her away.

Munadori kokyunage 2

C

D

E
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A
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Detail of photo b
A BWhen your partner grabs your chest with
her right hand, step in to your partner's right
side with your left foot while pushing and
twisting your partner's right elbow from the
outside to her left with your left tegatana.
C Place your right hand under your partner's
chin while stepping through with your right foot.
D Throw your partner while pushing her chin
downward.
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Munadori kokyunage 3

C

D

Founder instructing at Aikikai Hombu Dojo, 1967, courtesy of Walther von Krenner
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A

B
A BWhen your partner grabs your chest with
her right hand, place your left arm under your
partner's right elbow.
C Pivot on your left foot while opening to the
rear with your right foot and turn 180 degrees
to your partner's side. At the same time, apply
pressure against your partner's right elbow with
your left elbow.
D EStep forward with your left foot to throw
your partner.

A
B
C

DE

Commentary
c
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In the position shown in photo c, be sure
to stand side by side with your partner.

Munadori kokyunage 4

C

D
Detail of photo c

E
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B
A BWhen your partner grabs your chest with
her right hand, step slightly to the right with
your right foot. Place your right arm under your
partner's right elbow. Pivot on your right foot
while opening to the rear with your left foot
and turn 180 degrees dragging your partner
into your movement as though wrapping her
in.
C DEApply pressure against your partner's
right elbow and twist your hips to throw her.

Munadori kokyunage 5

C

D

E
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Katadori
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A

B
A BCWhen your partner grabs your right
shoulder with her left hand and strikes your
face with her right hand, pivot on your right
foot while opening to the rear with your left
foot, and turn 180 degrees to your partner's
left side. At the same time, twist your shoulders
and hips while bringing both your hands to your
left rear.
D Raise both your hands and take a large step
with your right foot to the rear of your partner.
E Place your right elbow against your partner's
neck and twist your hips to throw her as though
sweeping her away.

A
B
C

D
E

Commentary
c
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In the movement shown in photo c, twist
your hips completely so that you can drag your
partner's left arm into your movement as
though wrapping it in.

Katadori kokyunage 1

C

Detail of photo c

D

E
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B
A BWhen your partner grabs your right
shoulder with her left hand, take a small step
with your left foot diagonally forward and step
to the rear with your right foot in a large
movement to assume left hanmi.
C DTwist your hips while pushing your
partner's carotid artery down with your left
tegatana and throw her.

Commentary
In order to throw your partner, be sure to
take a large step to the rear with your right
foot and break your partner's balance. You can
execute exactly the same technique also when
your partner grabs your sleeve or your chest.
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Katadori kokyunage 2

C

D

Performing at All-Japan Aikido Demonstration in 1992
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Tsuki
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B
A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B When your partner steps forward with her
right foot and punches with her right hand,
move slightly forward with your left foot and
step off the line of attack with your right foot.
At the same time, block your partner's punch
with your left hand.
C Grab your partner's right wrist with your right
hand and turn to assume right hanmi.
D EPlace your left elbow against your
partner's neck and throw her as though
sweeping her away while stepping to the rear
of your partner with your left foot.

Tsuki kokyunage 1

C

Detail of photo d

D

E
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B
A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B When your partner steps forward with her
right foot and punches with her right hand,
move slightly forward with your left foot and
step off the line of attack with your right foot.
At the same time, place your left arm under
your partner's right elbow and block her attack.
C Grab your partner's right wrist with your right
hand, pivot on your left foot while opening to
the rear with your right foot, and turn 180
degrees to your partner's right side. At the
same time, apply a pressure against her right
elbow with your left elbow.
D EStep forward with your left foot to throw
your partner.

Commentary
Be sure to apply strong pressure against
your partner's right elbow with your left elbow.
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Tsuki kokyunage 2
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B
A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B When your partner steps forward with her
left foot and punches with her left hand, step
to the left rear with your right foot and grab
your partner's left wrist from below with your
left hand.
C Move your right foot forward and place it
beside your partner's left foot. Then pivot on
your right foot while opening to the rear with
your left foot, and turn 180 degrees to your
partner's left side. At the same time, place your
right arm under your partner's left elbow and
apply pressure against her elbow with your
right elbow.
D EStep forward with your right foot and twist
your hips to throw your partner.

Tsuki kokyunage 3
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D

E
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A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B When your partner steps forward with her
left foot and punches with her left hand, step
to the left rear with your right foot and grab
your partner's left wrist from below with your
left hand.
C DMove your right foot forward and place it
beside your partner's left foot. Then pivot on
your right foot while opening to the rear with
your left foot, and turn 180 degrees to your
partner's left side. At the same time, bring your
partner's left elbow on your right shoulder as
though lifting her left arm on your right
shoulder.
E Lower your hips to apply pressure against
your partner's left elbow.

Commentary
This is a henkawaza of tsuki kokyunage 3.
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Tsuki kokyunage 4 henkawaza
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B
A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B When your partner steps forward with her
right foot and punches with her right hand, step
to the left rear with your right foot and grab
your partner's right wrist from below with your
left hand.
C Place your right hand under your partner's
chin while stepping to the left with your left
foot.
D EStep to the rear of your partner with your
right foot and throw your partner while pushing
her chin downward.

Tsuki kokyunage 5

C

Detail of photo c

D

E
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B
A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B When your partner steps forward with her
right foot and punches with her right hand,
move your right foot to the left rear in order to
step off the line of attack. At the same time,
grab your partner's right sleeve with your left
hand.
C DPull your partner down while taking a large
step to the left rear with your right foot and
press her down to the floor.

Tsuki kokyunage 6

C

D

Detail of photo
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Tsuki kokyunage 7

C

D

A Face your partner in gyaku hanmi.
B When your partner steps forward with her
right foot and punches with her right hand, step
to the rear with your right foot to assume left
hanmi and grab your partner's right wrist from
above with your right hand.
C Take a large step to the rear with your right
foot and push down the back of your partner's
neck with your left hand.
D Lower to your left knee and press your
partner down.

Commentary
In the position shown in photo d, when you
press your partner down, be sure to turn your
partner's right elbow upward.
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B
A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B When your partner steps forward with her
right foot to punch you in the face with her right
hand, shift from one foot to the other to assume
right hanmi.
C DGrab your partner's right wrist from the
inside with your left hand and pull it while taking
a large step to the rear. At the same time, push
your partner's carotid artery down with your
right tegatana and throw your partner as
though sweeping her away.

Tsuki kokyunage 8 (jodan)

C

D

Demonstrating at 1985 Friendship Demonstration sponsored by Aiki News
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B
A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B When your partner steps forward with her
left foot to punch you in the face with her left
hand, take a large step to the right rear with
your left foot and grab your partner's left wrist
from below with your right hand.
C Shift from one foot to the other to assume
left hanmi and raise your partner's left hand.
Then grab your partner's left elbow from the
inside with your left hand.
D EStep forward with your left foot and throw
your partner as though cutting down with a
sword.

Tsuki kokyunage 9 (jodan)
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Kosadori
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Opposite view of photo

Kosadori kokyunage 1

C

D

A BWhen your partner grabs your left wrist
with her left hand, grab your partner's left wrist
with your left hand and, at the same time, strike
her face with your right hand.
C Step in to the rear of your partner with your
right foot and turn your hips to assume left
hanmi and place your right elbow against your
partner's neck.
D Twist your hips and throw your partner to
the rear.

Detail of photo c
Commentary
In the movement shown in photo c, pull
your partner's left hand fully toward your left
and, at the same time, throw your partner with
your right hand by using kokyu power.
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B
A BWhen your partner grabs your left wrist
with her left hand, grab her left wrist with your
left hand. Move your right foot forward and
place it beside your partner's left foot. Then
pivot on your right foot while opening to the
rear with your left foot and turn 180 degrees
to your partner's left side. At the same time,
place your right arm under your partner's left
elbow and apply pressure against it with your
right elbow.
C DEStep forward with your right foot to throw
your partner.

Kosadori kokyunage 2
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B
A BWhen your partner grabs your left wrist
with her left hand, strike her face with your right
hand.
C Grab your partner's left wrist with your left
hand and hold your partner's right wrist with
your right hand.
D ETake a large step to the left rear with your
right foot and lower to your right knee to throw
your partner.

Commentary
In kosadori kokyunage 1, you throw your
partner while stepping in to the rear of your
partner. However, in this technique, in order
to throw your partner, you step to the left rear
with your right foot while pivoting on your left
foot.
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Kosadori kokyunage 3
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Ryoerijime
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A

B
A BWhen your partner grabs your collar with
both hands, arms crossed and chokes you,
execute an atemi with your right hand from
below your partner's upper arm (in this case
from below his left arm).
C Step to the rear with your left foot and strike
down your partner's right arm with your right
tegatana while at the same time executing an
atemi to his face with your left hand.
D Hold your partner's head with your left hand
and place your right hand against his chin.
E FThrow your partner.
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Commentary

c

d
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Be sure to execute an atemi from below
your partner's upper arm. In the movement
shown in photo c, the three movements, your
footwork and the movements of both your
hands should be executed at the same time
as though they were one movement together.
In the position shown in photo d, when you
place your right hand against your partner's
chin, be sure your fingers point upward.

Ryoerijime kokyunage 1

C

D

E
Detail of photo c
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A BWhen your partner grabs your collar with
both hands, arms crossed and chokes you,
execute an atemi with your right hand from
below your partner's lower arm (in this case
from below his left arm).
C Place your right arm under your partner's
right elbow and apply pressure against his
elbow.
D ETwist your hips to throw your partner.

Commentary
In order to throw your partner, exert kokyu
power fully with your right hand.
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Ryoerijime kokyunage 2
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B
A BWhen your partner grabs your collar with
both hands, arms crossed and chokes you,
execute an atemi with your right hand from
below your partner's upper arm (in this case
from below his left arm).
C Step to the rear with your left foot and strike
down your partner's right elbow with your right
tegatana.
D ETwist your hips to throw your partner.

Ryoerijime kokyunage 3
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Ushiro ryotedori
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Detail of photo c
A BWhen your partner grabs both your wrists
from behind, step diagonally to the rear with
your right foot while bringing your right hand
to the back, and stand side by side with your
partner.
C Move your left foot to the rear of your partner
and place your left elbow against your partner's
neck.
D Twist your hips to throw your partner.
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B
A BWhen your partner grabs both your wrists
from behind, step slightly to the left rear with
your left foot while raising both your hands high
up.
C DStep forward keeping right hanmi and
throw your partner as though cutting down in
a large movement with a sword.

Commentary
In the movement shown in photo c, you
throw your partner while stepping forward.
However, your can also throw your partner
while stepping back with your right foot as
though dropping your partner in front of you.
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At Iwama Budokan. Uke: Daniel Toutain
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B
A BWhen your partner grabs both your wrists
from behind, draw your hips to the rear while
extending your fingers and bringing both your
hands in front of your abdomen.
C Raise both your hands high up and turn your
hips 180 degrees to assume left hanmi. Then
bring both your hands down from above your
left shoulder.
D ETake a large step forward with your left
foot to throw your partner.
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Ushiro ryokatadori
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A BWhen your partner grabs both your
shoulders from behind, step to the right rear
with your right foot and twist your hips and
shoulders to the right while bringing both your
hands to the right rear.
C Raise both your hands high up and step to
the rear of your partner with your left foot.
D EPlace your left elbow against your
partner's neck and twist your hips to throw your
partner as though sweeping her away.

Commentary
After throwing your partner, extend both
your arms fully in order to avoid a possible kick
from your partner. This is one of the basics of
kokyunage.
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A BWhen your partner grabs both your
shoulders from behind, place your left hand
on your forehead. Step forward with your left
foot in a circular motion. Put your head
between your partner's arms and pass through
while turning your hips.
C Assume right hanmi and stand side by side
with your partner while raising both your hands
high up.
D EStep to the rear of your partner with your
left foot. Place your left elbow against your
partner's neck and twist your hips to throw your
partner as though sweeping her away.
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Commentary
c
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In the movement shown in photo c , OSensei said: Raise both your hands high
up in a large movement as though
executing a Banzai.
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B
A BWhen your partner grabs both your
shoulders from behind, raise your hands high
up while stepping to the right rear with your
right foot.
C Take a large step to the rear with your left
foot and lower your hips. Execute an atemi to
your partner's face with your right hand and,
at the same time, execute another atemi to
her abdomen with your left hand.
D Hold your partner's head down with your
right hand and strike her right side with your
left tegatana.
E FThrow your partner by pushing her
forward.
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B
A BWhen your partner grabs both your
shoulders from behind, raise your hands high
up while stepping to the left rear with your left
foot.
C Take a large step to the rear with your right
foot and lower your hips. Execute an atemi to
your partner's chest with your left hand and,
at the same time, execute another atemi to
her abdomen with your right hand.
D Grab the right side of your partner's collar
from the inside with your left hand.
E FOpen to the left while stepping to the rear
with your left foot and throw your partner by
pushing her left side with your right tegatana.
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B
A BWhen your partner grabs your collar from
behind with her right hand, step to the rear
with your right foot and twist your shoulders
and hips to the right while bringing both your
hands to the right rear.
C Move your left foot to the rear of your partner
and place your left elbow against her neck
while twisting your hips.
D EThrow your partner to the rear as though
sweeping her neck away.
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A BWhen your partner grabs your collar from
behind with her right hand, twist your hips to
the right.
C Step to the side of your partner with your
left foot in a circular motion and turn 180
degrees to assume left hanmi. Then strike your
partner's right side with your right hand.
D Place your right hand under your partner's
chin and grab her right sleeve from below with
your left hand.
E FStep through with your right foot and push
your partner down.
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Commentary
d
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In the movement shown in photo d, you
grab your partner's right sleeve. However, you
do not need to do so for the basic technique.
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Ushiro eridori kokyunage 3
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A BWhen your partner grabs your collar from
behind with her left hand and pushes you
forward, blend your movement with her
pushing movement and step diagonally
forward with your left foot. At the same time,
strike her face with your right hand.
C DTwist your hips to the right and throw your
partner by striking her face down with your right
tegatana.

Commentary
In the movement shown in photo b, be sure
to step to the left and forward. Do not step
directly forward.
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A BWhen your partner grabs your collar from
behind with her left hand and pulls you back,
blend your movement with her pulling movement and step to her rear with your right foot
while turning to the right. At the same time,
strike your partner's face with your right
tegatana and execute an atemi to her
abdomen with your left hand.
C DTwist your hips and throw your partner to
the rear.

Commentary
It is important to harmonize with your
partner's pulling movement.
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Performing at All-Japan Aikido Demonstration; uke: Hitohiro Saito, 6th dan, 1992
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A BWhen your partner grabs your right wrist
with her right hand and your chest with her left
hand from behind, bring your right hand in front
of your abdomen.
C Raise your right hand over the head while
turning your hips 180 degrees to assume left
hanmi. Then bring your right hand down from
above the head in a large movement as though
striking down.
D EGrab your partner's upper left sleeve from
below with your left hand and step forward with
your left foot to throw your partner.
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Commentary
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c

In the movement between photo b and
photo c , it is very important to turn 180
degrees and change from one hanmi to
another. In the end, instead of stepping
forward, you can also open to the left rear with
your right foot to throw your partner.
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B
A BWhen your partner grabs your right wrist
with her right hand and your chest with her left
hand from behind, and pulls you back, bring
your right hand in front of your abdomen.
C Raise your right hand over your head while
turning your hips 180 degrees to assume left
hanmi. Grab your partner's upper left sleeve
from below with your left hand.
D Grab your partner's right wrist with your right
hand and take a large step forward with your
right foot while turning your hips.
E Throw your partner backward.
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A BWhen your partner grabs your right wrist
with her right hand and your chest with her left
hand from behind, and pulls you back, bring
your right hand in front of your abdomen.
C Raise your right hand over your head and
grab your partner's upper left sleeve from
below with your left hand while taking a large
step to the rear with your right foot.
D ELower to your right knee to throw your
partner.

Commentary
Throw your partner as though tugging her
down.
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